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Thanks to the retrieve data from your previous mission we were
able to locate two points of interest. For this current mission
your task will be to intercept and destroy an infected area.
It seems that ERUDITO has found a way to turn the power of the
POEs into biological weapons causing an infection outbreak when
they tested it and failed in Africa.
To reduce global panic, we have covered up their mess by making
this infection sound like a new disease that can be contained and
gave it the name "Penser" since the announced symptoms were
migraines and decrease in logic. However we all know that this
will not last long and therefore we need to act fast. Even though
this was a mess up on ERUDITO's part, they are doing their best to
insure that the virus spreads in order to reach us through panic.
The true nature of the virus outbreak is that it travels in the
form or an odorless and invisible gas. Due to our latest
technologies from our genetics lab, the electric nose will be able
to help you pin point the location of several gas tanks that
ERUDITO has placed. The gas has the ability to infect humans with
another virus know to our doctors as a cerebellum virus making
humans yearn to eat other human flesh; many others have labeled
it as a zombie virus. Given that it shares the same
characteristics, the virus does not kill the humans while they are
under that effect it renders their conscience and thinking
abilities to null.
It seems that the child you have retrieve was actually immune to
that virus and ERUDITO wanted to drain out the blood for tests.
Unfortunately this virus is rapidly spreading and evolving and
has already reached multiple countries and numerous cities. We
need to know more about it as well as establish a main quarantine
site. You will need to decontaminate the village of X by
retrieving all living creatures in order of our jets to burn it
down to the ground. We need to retest to make sure that fire can
actually do a difference. Do not worry,
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when it is all over we will rebuild the entire village.
Furthermore, we have receive some intel about communication towers
that have been constructed recently. We believe that it may be the
work of ERUDITO. If what R4 is saying is right, then taking
control of those towers may help us control the situation in some
way. Note that the towers are not your typical everyday towers.
They are very different in design as well as they do not hold any
apparent entrances nor exits.
The Future Technologies Division also has another piece of
equipment to help you on your mission. It is the dimensional
shield; upon deployment, it will seal in everything on the inside
of the sphere yet allow external matter to enter. The implants you
received a few days back will allow you to enter and leave the
shield freely. Make sure you set a large radius before activation
in order to get the maximum sealing effectiveness. In the mean
time, the Future Technologies Division is trying to massively
increase the size of the shield's radius in order to launch it on
the majorly infected countries through our EYE-Abstergo mini
satellites.
Your Objectives:
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Primary
- Retrieve at least 20 infected people for testing.
- Contain the area and rid it of ERUDITO agents.
- Locate the source of the gas.
- Use the Future Technologies Division's dimensional shield in
order to seal off an area of gas within the village to test an air
strike on.
Secondary
- Investigate the suspicious communication towers (there are 6
reported with in the area).
- Raise all of the main bridges that connect into the village.
- Shut down the power to the village as well as destroying all
ERUDITO main and back-up generators.
Tertiary
- Scout around for any ERUDITO supplies that have been shipped
into and/or out of the village.
- Find ERUDITO's auxiliary communications hub and hack it for
more intel and data of the agent's whereabouts with in the village.

Entry and Evacuation:
Our fastest route will be through sending you through our hyper
speed underground pod systems.
We have already deployed a medical team and two retrieval teams
on stand by next to your arrival zone to secure and bring back
the infected subjects for further analysis. The intel you obtained
from ERUDITO is that the inner brain tissue of the child is what
gives immunity, meaning getting a cure through the child will
cause the child death; something that we are trying to avoid. We
may however find a cure through using our own POE technology and
thus save the child's life. R4 presumes that the blood they wanted
was for cloning purposes in order to dominate the market with a
cheap cure.
In terms of back-up, you will be on your own for this one. Not
many agents have been implanted with the chips yet and the
majority of the ones who were are on several missions.
Equipment:
-
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Usual High-tech Abstergo Gear.
FTD's Prototype Dimensional Shield.
Gas masks.
FTD's Electronic Nose Device.
Signal Beacon.
Long Range Communication Devices.
Multi-platform Scrambling Devices.
Medical Bags.
Ammunition Bags.
Infrred/Thermal/Night Vision Goggles.
Map.
Binoculars.
Compass.
Personal Electronic Shields (Beware, FTD Prototype).

Good luck Epsilon, ERUDITO will be expecting you.

